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Shining mountains, nameless valleys:
Alaska and the Yukon - Pt I1
Ten'is Moore and Kenneth Andrasko

In AJ 81 we traced out early mountain explorations and climbs in Alaska and the
Yukon. These had begun as far back as 1786, the year of the first ascent of Mont

Blanc. And similarly sprang from scientific motives: the Comte de LaPerouse's
expedition, which that same year in far away Alaska climbed 6 miles up a coastal
approach glacier toward Mount Fairweather, had been sent out as one of the last
acts of Louis XVI's reign on a government expedition intended to pursue science
around the world.

Indeed in one sense the Exploration Age in the Alaska-Yukon mountains might
be seen as beginning even farther back in the 18th Century. For Vitus Bering's very
discovery of Alaska itself during 'the world's first scientific expedition', ordered by
Peter the Great, had occurred in 1741 with sightings from the ocean of its border
mountain ranges with the Yukon: the St Elias and Fairweather massifs. Later
explorers, gazing from their high shoulders and summits, discovered interior
ranges and valleys. This exploration period did not really end until at least as late as
1930, when from a high ridge of Mount Bona in the distant interior, dramatic
Universiry Range was discovered to the S in one of the then last remaining blank
areas, its highest peak exceeding 4400m, the last of the giants to be put on the map.
A glance at Alpina Americana, published by the American Alpine Club in 1914-the
latest and best on this subject when the senior writer's interest began half a century
ago-gives us this view in perspective.

The next period, what might be called the Golden Age of mountaineering in
Alaska and the Yukon, beginning in 1897 and thus overlapping the first, is well
marked by the Duke of the Abruzzi's successful ascent of Mount St Elias, the first of
the giants to be climbed. And this Golden Age may be viewed as having continued
until 1955, when with the first ascent of University Peak, the last of the Alaska
Yukon giant or 'great snow peaks' (to use Dora Keen's phrase), had been climbed
to their very summits. We leave the memory of these earlier expeditions with
reluctance, for they have 'the freshness of discovery and the charm and fascination
of things past'. When the English poet Robert W. Service saw the Yukon shortly
after the turn of the century, he sang of 'a land where the mountains are nameless,
and the rivers all run God knows where'. True wilderness paradise!

An event of World War II greatly increased the interest of young post-war
Americans in mountaineering: the success of the specialized mountain troops of
the US Tenth Infantry Division in Italy. The background of this, equally influential,
had been the improbable coincidence that of the 133 million America.n population
when that war began, the one man among them who became the nation's Secretary
of War, Henry L. Stimson, had happened for a long time to be one in the tiny, 250
membership of the American Alpine Club. His personal background thus enabled
him to perceive readily what specially trained mountain troops might be able to
accomplish; and he had acted forthwith. Enlisting the cooperation of the Club in
1941, he put its middle-aged members to work, writing the initial training manual
(published in civilian form as The Handbook of American Mountaineering), designing
appropriate clothing and equipage in the Research part of the Quartermaster
General's Office in Washington, and taking to the field to analyze the operational
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performance ofwhat had been recommended.
A unique Alaskan mountain event in this program proved to be the 17 member

official US Army testing expedition commanded by a Lieut-Colonel, 7 of whose
members (the writer was one) occupied the upper 18,000ft basin of Mount McKinley
during 3 weeks of July 1942, where despite the low circling summer sun, -20 to
-24°F nightly temperatures were available. Some 150 items of experimental
clothing and equipage of concern to both US and Canadian ground and Air Forces
were parachuted down to the party for test, and then-those designs which were
found best-put into immediate production and issue in time for the winter of
1942-3.

A special lift was undoubtedly given to young American post-war interest
specifically in rock-climbing, by the Tenth Infantry's night-time surprise attack on
the precipitous side of the Riva Ridge in the fall of 1944. Climbing carefully with
piton hammers muffled with cloth, they unexpectedly overran enemy positions.
Within a week the Apennines were breached, and the road to the heart of Europe
was laid open.

The Alaska-Yukon mountains first became the scene of modern moun
taineering-those sensationally steep long ascents by what have come to be called
'young tigers' and 'hard men'-even before-the Golden Age of mountaineering
ended there in 1955. For World War II also completely revolutionized the climber's
way of life in these mountains. No longer would it be necessary to have a month's
time available, most of it for the long train journey to Seattle and up by boat, and
back, for a brief time in the mountains. Airline schedules had suddenly brought
Alaska and the Yukon within hours of the rest of the world; and for those more
blessed with congenial friends than comfortable pocket-books, the new Alaska
highway (slanting NW across Canada) meant inexpensive access for groups driving
up together, camping out on the way. And by the mid-1950s they found when they
arrived, that the first post-war decade had seen the successful development of light
aircraft equipped with retractable ski/wheel gear. This meant readily available
summer flights taking off on wheels from Alaskan city airports and landing direct
with skis on convenient glaciers-at the base of those very high angle big granite
walls which the new breed of climber was seeking.

The first of these new climbers in Alaska were clearly Fred Beckey and his
associates. Like many of those to follow, he had developed his climbing abilities
with friends, notably Pete Schoening, upon unclimbed rock-cliffs and spires near
home and job in the lower conterminous USA. In his case and Schoening's this
happened to be Seattle. Perhaps foreseeing that their later climbs in the northern
sub-Arctic would be truly alpine in nature and not only rock-wall climbing, they
next applied what they had learned about rock-climbs, to weekend alpine climbing
in the adjacent North Cascades, and there developed modern techniques:
especially a new system for using fixed ropes on long difficult routes.

Then in July 1946, Beckey with ex-mountain troop instructor Cliff Schmidtke
and Rainier guide Bob Craig, brought off what over the years since, has come to be
recognized as the first highly technical climb in Alaska. At that state's farthest S

'Panhandle' border with British Columbia, Devil's Thumb (9077ft/2766m) and
Kate's Needle (1O,002ft/3048m) had been objects of interest and unsuccessful
climbing attempts beginning in 1937. These soaring rock shafts, partially glacier
draped, and protected by almost unfailing bad weather, could only be approached
in the old-fashioned way. Beckey's party went in by boat and long back-packing
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relays to their bases. Local light aircraft with ski/wheel gear had not yet become
available. But Kate's eedle they polished off rather quickly in a single 22 hour
push. Devil's Thumb however they found much more difficult. After repeated
attempts which included the use of both rock and ice pitons, they finally, on 24
August, made it to the top of this difficult summit-and descended almost entirely
by roping down.

Frank S. Smythe, who had been based in the Rockies as an instructor with the
Canadian Mountain Troops, returned after the war to British Columbia. And
though his comments on the new climbing scene related more specifically to events
there on difficult Mt Brussels-where he was defeated, younger climbers
succeeding-than to Alaska, what he wrote about the new order of climbing set the
tone for awhile, of the old order mountaineering view of the new. This essentially
resembled Col Strutt's pre-war view of German climbers of the Eigerwand:
disapproval. Though what was now being denounced in the sub-Arctic mountains
lacked the overt azi association which had lent some justification to Col Strutt's
strictures.

Smythe inveighed: the users of expansion bolts 'have not the courage or
capacity to climb without'. And, referring to a difficult peak which so far had
resisted all attempts (but later would of course be climbed): it will not be climbed
'by normal mountaineering methods-not that is, without taking the life in the
hands and that is not mountaineering. Only, I think, by 'direct aid' methods-that
is by the employment of pitons and other paraphernalia of the mountaineering
steeplejack.' To him it was a matter of sportsmanship, of 'knowing where to draw
the line'; and, to his taste, steeplejacking in the mountains was not a sport.

But the new post-war generation of talented young climbers drew the line
differently. To them, steeplejacking in the mountains was a sport; they cared not
what Frank Smythe might call it. Overcoming immense fears, they enjoyed the
satisfaction of inventing their new sport as they went-new at least in the USA.
Explanatory details were spelled out around 1951 in such articles as 'An alternative
to planned bivouacs', 'Fixed routes on faces', and those which described the use of
the new f2-point crampons. Extended bivouacs on long alpine climbs would be a
thing of the past: leaving fixed ropes behind them as they descended for a good
night's rest, they could rapidly regain that high point the next day, and move that
operational spot forward. Also front-pointing now became practical with the new
crampons because the hinge of the old style had been welded into a straight frame.
Much time-consuming step cutting on steep ice could now be eliminated. And
while working out these details their thoughts continued to turn to Alaska.

In the summer of 1949 2 similar teams of these young climbers visited Alaska's
Juneau Ice Cap Oocatedjust S of where the 'Panhandle' attaches to the main part of
Alaska). Bill Putnam, young ex-Army paratrooper from Massachusett_s leading one
group, and Fred Beckey the other, between them knocked off Devil's Paw
(8548ftl2616m) a 'large and strikingly steep rock' shaft rising right out of the
glacier, and its remarkable satellite Michael's Sword (6840ft/2084m). The new
order of highly technical climbing in Alaska was now well ~nder way; though the
old style mountaineering was to continue for awhile.

It was from this summer's campaign that Putnam's climbing companion, Henry
Pinkham, established his reputation and brief membership in the American Alpine
Club. Pinkham's verified climbing record-all old style mountaineering, but fully
qualifying unless one were to object that he had not been up to reaching the top of
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Devil's Paw, and on the day of that successful ascent had remained comfortably at
base-was submitted to the Club Council. Pinkham's personality had been found
congenial indeed attractive; moreover he eschewed the new 12-point crampons,
nor did he pollute rock-climbs by hammering in pitons. The Council duly voted
him a member. But fortunately for them, before his name could be printed in the
membership list, one sceptical Councillor who remembered Putnam's talented
sense of humour, insisted upon meeting Pinkham-whereupon it emerged that
Henry Pinkham was Putnam's much admired canine climbing companion! Great
fun; but the idea inevitably dawned on many that perhaps this ploy should be
interpreted as the new young climbers' inspired protest against the old. For the
AAC Council members of that day were generally known to share Frank Smythe's
views.

A whole generation has since passed into history. Putnam, the youthful
prankster, has just completed a thoroughly successful term as president of the AAC.

Under his presidency the Club in 1976 published Chris jones's very readable
Climhirig in North America, which (according to its jacked, offers 'for the first time, a
comprehensive history of rock and mountain climbing in North America ... the
personalities, the great adventures, the development of techniques, and the social
history of the sport in each of the major climbing regions of the continent'.
Modern vertical wall climbing is featured at length throughout: and the book is
very well received by today's young climbers.

Among this book's 22 chapters are 4 which would seem completely to cover our
subject of mountaineering and climbing in Alaska and the Yukon: 'To the top of
the continent', 'The Pacific northwest and Alaska', 'Mount McKinley', and 'North
to the future'. But to our still surviving older mountaineers there are some notable
omissions in these chapters: of the 18 great mountains in Alaska and the
Yukon-those higher than any to be found elsewhere in all of Canada or the USA
(and all 18 of which were climbed between 1897 and 1955, their dramatic ascents
related in AJ or AAJ)-Il fail to receive mention anywhere at all in the text or index
of this book. Nothing whatever (to mention 3 examples) about the first ascent of
giant boundary peak Mount Vancouver (15, 700ft/4 785m) in 1949 by a party
including the legendary Noel Odell; nor of the first ascent of spectacular King Peak
(l7,130ft/5221m), so difficult that the stalwart Mount Logan climbers of 1925
thought its steep slopes 'would defY hope of conquest' but scaled in fact in 1952 by
young members of the newly formed resident Alaska Alpine Club. Nothing about
the first ascent of giant Mount Sanford (l6,237ft/4949m) northern bastion of the
Wrangell Range and the only one of Alaska's great mountains to be climbed on
skis. These omissions closely reflect, of course, the modern young rock climbers'
lack of interest in mountaineering that does not centre around the climbing of
great vertical walls.

But our basic dichotomy in the sport of climbing mountains is actually a very
old one, long preceding even Smythe and Strutt. We find it being expressed a
hundred years ago by W. C. Slingsby, one of the great mountain explorers of his
time, when-in complete contrast with today-the full weight of mountaineering
interest lay at the opposite end of this dichotomy: 'All who are worthy of being
termed mountaineers, in contra-distinction to climbing acrobats, find that year by
year their love of mountains increases, ... ' ete. Slingsby himself must also have
been reasonably good for his day at acrobatic rock-climbing, seeing he made the
conquest ofStore Skagastolstind in Norway, solo.
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Today we may view all this in even better-if sadder-perspective. Exploration
mountaineering necessarily declines to the vanishing point when, as now, virtually
all mountains have been explored to the extent of having been mapped in detail
and all major summits visited. Under these circumstances it is inevitable that
competent, high angle rock and ice-climbing becomes the SpOrt which attracts
growing numbers and expands into higher and higher orders of difficulty-along
with the steadily advancing competitive pace of other athletic events. In Sling by's
youth the world record for the Mile Run lay in the area of 4 minutes 20 seconds; a
half century later it was being pushed just under 4:10, and by another quarter
century was down to 3 :58. Today, something even less than that. And now, along
with exploration mountaineering the Mile Run appears fated to become extinct:
for that event surely, is destined to go completely metric!

Along with all this a new ethic for modern high angle mountaineering is very
much needed; and indeed is appearing. 5lingsby and Strutt could not have, Smythe
might have but did not, draw the important distinction between using drilled-hole
expansion-bolts for direct aid in climbing vertical walls-and the use of pitons
only, and that for protection only, on routes in what otherwise would be entirely
fl-ee style climbing. Our ancient dichotomy will continue, but in new form.

Changes in Alaskan climbing in recent years have been so incredibly rapid that
one wonders, what next? Consider: in 1930, when the older of the 2 authors began
his Alaskan expeditions, mountaineering in the Territory had been so completely
dormant that no Alaskan peak worth climbing had been reported in the literature
during the preceding 17 years from the 1913 first ascent of Denali (Mount
McKinley). Again, even so recently as 1951 when Moore landed Bradford
Washburn from the air on the upper Kahilma Glacier between McKinley and
Foraker, it was obvious they were the first humans to be walking around in that
aI-ea. But now only a quarter century later we read that in the 1976 season alone
some 850 climbers attempted to reach Denali's summit, about half of them
succeeding, and virtually all by that W Buttress route. Indeed, at the national
holiday in early July, some 80 individuals climbed to near the summit where a long
queue just below the final platform waited to take turns for that supreme moment.
Ten persons died on Denali and adjacent Mount Foraker (Denali's Wife) in 1976,
and no less than 30 rescue missions had to be launched during that season, to aid
climbers in varying degrees of distress.

Sadly, this easy and popular W Buttress climbing route was described at the end
of that season as one long line of pollution from discarded garbage, abandoned
food, and human waste. And the Kahilma Base Camp staging area was reported as
large tracts of 'open sewer' around which it was difficult to find unpolluted snow to
melt for drinking water. The fresh heavy accumulation of next winter's snow
appeared a the only hope for a reasonably pleasant mountain experience next
season.

An entirely new event also occurred on Denali in 1976. Three men successfully
carried their light foot-launched gliders to the summit of Denali and then
descended: at least one of them-in a grand and perfect sweep-soared the full
13,000ft down to his Kahiltna Base Camp, landing gracefully at the very spot from
where he had begun his climb.

50 we peer into the future. Perhap some of the born-free souls who, with the
writer, in spirit made the lonely (if gentle) first ascents in the land where many
mountains were indeed nameless and valleys ran God knows where, and in more
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recent years ascended with the modern breed of high angle climbers on their steep
walls-may also increasingly take to silent flight. Sky-sailing on mountain waves,
their poet might be the airman who gave us these images: 1

'Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth, and soared aloft on laughter-silvered wings
... Sunward I've climbed and joined the tumbling mirth of sun-split clouds ... and
chased the shouting wind along ... through footless halls of air. Up, up the long delirious
burning blue, I've topped the windswept heights with easy grace ... wheeled and soared
and swung, high in the sunlit silence there'.

(To be concluded)

Satellite pictures of mountains
George Bridge

For some years now civilian satellites operated by NASA have been taking pictures
of the Earth's surface. These pictures, along with other data and services, are avail
able from ERaS Data Center (EDC) and itsoranch offices in the US. (ERaS =

Earth Resources Observation Systems.) The pictures offer virtually complete
coverage of the world's land surface and some adjacent sea areas at a map scale of
I: 250,000; that is, abouct inch to one mile. Only about 20% of the world has been
adequately mapped by traditional methods at scales better than this, and indeed it
may be doubted whether orthodox mapping will ever attempt such a coverage.
One thinks of Shipton's celebrated expedition to unravel the topography of the
River Shaksgam in the Karakoram. On and off and in more ways than one this
problem exercised geographers for over 20 years. Satellite photography solves this
kind of problem in vastly greater detail in just 20 seconds!

Satellites in the LA DSAT programme circle the Earth in a polar orbit at an
altitude of 920km ± 10km, scanning the ground along a path approximately E
to SSW on each orbit. Each path overlaps its neighbours by 15% at the equator,
increasing to 50%, at about 52°, and about 85% overlap at the extreme limits of the
path, 81° and S. The stream of data from each path is processed to give pictures
('images' in NASA terminology) with 10% forward overlap. Each image corres
ponds to a ground 'scene' 165km (I03 miles) on a side, the slight lozenge shape
being caused by a combination of the Earth's rotation, and the forward motion
and any 'yaw' or off-axis swing the spacecraft may have.

Two satellites, LANDSAT 1 and 2, are currently functioning, every point in the
coverage zones being traversed once every 9 days on the daylight pass. The time of
crossing the equator on each daylight pass is 9.30am. In the autumn of 1977 a third
craft, LANDSAT C, was planned to join the programme, the orbits being re
arranged to provide 6-day coverage. The paths are numbered from E to W
beginning with one just skirting Newfoundland on the E. Similarly each scene
is given a number from 'NNE' to 'SSW'. These two figures, for path and row,
form a world reference system to EDC's rapidly accumulating collection of images
which must already number well over 7 million.

These lines are a slight re-arrangement from High Flight by John G. Magee,Jr, American
pilot officer in the RCAF killed at 19, over England, 11 December 1941.
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